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Our goal was to evaluate an alternative to current methods for detecting deception in security screening
contexts. We evaluated a new cognitive-based test of deception that measured participants’ ocular-motor
responses (pupil responses and reading behaviors) while they read and responded to statements on a
computerized questionnaire. In Experiment 1, participants from a university community were randomly
assigned to either a “guilty” group that committed one of two mock crimes or an “innocent” group that
only learned about the crime. Participants then reported for testing, where they completed the computeradministered questionnaire that addressed their possible involvement in the crimes. Experiment 2 also
manipulated participants’ incentive to pass the test and difficulty of statements on the test. In both
experiments, guilty participants had increased pupil responses to statements answered deceptively;
however, they spent less time fixating on, reading, and rereading those statements than statements
answered truthfully. These ocular-motor measures were optimally weighted in a discrimination function
that correctly classified 85% of participants as either guilty or innocent. Findings from Experiment 2
indicated that group discrimination was improved with greater incentives to pass the test and the use of
statements with simple syntax. The present findings suggest that two cognitive processes are involved in
deception—vigilance and strategy—and that these processes are reflected in different ocular-motor
measures. The ocular-motor test reported here represents a new approach to detecting deception that may
fill an important need in security screening contexts.
Keywords: deception detection, ocular-motor measures, pupil size, cognitive load

serious consequences for the individual and society. Current
screening techniques rely primarily on the polygraph. A National
Research Council (NRC) report was critical of the polygraph for
pre-employment screening and highlighted the need for “an expanded research effort directed at methods for detecting and deterring major security threats, including efforts to improve techniques for security screening . . .” (National Research Council,
2003, p. 8). Although other techniques have been used, such as
self-report measures of integrity or personality, behavioral analyses, or speech content analyses (Krapohl, 2002; Meesig & Horvath, 1995; Office of Technology Assessment, 1990; Sackett &
Wanek, 1996; Vrij, 2008), their validity has also been questioned.
Traditional polygraph approaches rely on within-subject comparisons of psychophysiological responses to questions, and examinees’ emotions are presumed to play a strong role in these
responses. More recently, several new cognition-based tests for
deception have been developed, all of which are based more or less
on the notion that mentally it is more difficult to lie than to tell the
truth (e.g., Johnson, Barnhardt, & Zhu, 2005; Seymour et al., 2000;
Vendemia, Buzan, & Green, 2005; Vrij et al., 2009; Vrij, Mann,
Kristen, & Fisher, 2007; Walczyk, Mahoney, Doverspike, &
Griffith-Ross, 2009; Walczyk, Roper, Seemann, & Humphrey,
2003). The purpose of the current two studies was to assess an

Many government agencies and private corporations routinely
conduct credibility assessments to screen applicants for positions
in intelligence, national and private security, law enforcement,
immigration, and public transportation. Errors in classifying an
individual as truthful or deceptive in these settings can have
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ocular-motor test for deception that was based on the cognitive
workload hypothesis, as well as other previous empirical findings
from the literature in psychology of reading (e.g., Just & Carpenter, 1993; Rayner, 1998). Specifically, we based decisions about
truth and deception on pupil responses and eye movements that
occurred while participants read and responded to statements about
their possible involvement in a mock crime.
The size of the pupil reflects within-task, between-task, and
between-individual variations in processing load (Kahneman,
1973). Increased pupillary responses are associated with increased
difficulty on a wide variety of cognitive tasks, including recall and
transformation of digit strings (Kahneman & Beatty, 1966), mental
multiplication (Ahern & Beatty, 1979; Hess & Polt, 1964), sentence processing (Just & Carpenter, 1993; Schluroff, 1982), letter
processing (Beatty & Wagoner, 1978), and lexical translation
(Hyona, Tommola, & Alaja, 1995).
Consistent with the cognitive workload hypothesis, deception
researchers have also found increases in pupil size associated with
deception (Berrien & Huntington, 1943; Dionisio, Granholm,
Hillix, & Perrine, 2001; Heilveil, 1976; Lubow & Fein, 1996).
Indeed, pupil responses to statements on polygraph tests can be
used to discriminate between truthful and deceptive participants
(Bradley & Janisse, 1981) and may be at least as diagnostic as
electrodermal responses (Webb, Honts, Bernhardt, Kircher, &
Cook, 2009). Thus, we predicted that participants would show
greater increases in pupil diameter in response to statements answered deceptively than to statements answered truthfully.
In the literature on the psychology of reading, eye tracking
technology has been used to record the location and duration of
eye fixations as people read and respond to text (Just & Carpenter,
1980; McConkie, Hogaboam, Wolverton, Zola, & Lucas, 1979;
Rayner, 1998). Results from these studies have shown that when
people experience difficulty in reading a word or phrase, their
fixations on the text increase in frequency and duration, intersaccade distances decrease, and they spend more time reading and
rereading (Rayner, 1998; Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989). Reading
researchers also have argued that the initial fixations on a passage
of text reflect readers’ first attempts to integrate and comprehend
incoming information, whereas subsequent fixations may reflect
readers’ attempts to verify the information against other sources of
knowledge (Cook & Myers, 2004; Garrod & Terras, 2000) or other
more strategic processing goals (Hyona & Nurminen, 2006; Long
& Lea, 2005). The effects of deception on response times to words
presented visually on a computer monitor are well established
(e.g., Seymour et al., 2000). However, if the reading researchers
are correct, simple response time may reflect a combination of
different reading processes that differ in sensitivity to the effects of
deception. The present study measured response time but also
distinguished between several measures of reading behavior that
can occur within a single response: fixation frequency (number of
fixations), initial reading time (first-pass duration), and subsequent
rereading (second-pass duration).
Several investigators have used eye movements to detect deception or attempts by participants to conceal information. Baker,
Stern, and Goldstein (1992b) presented test questions on a computer monitor and found that fixation durations were longer for
deceptive than for truthful participants. Other investigators were
able to detect attempts to conceal information by analyzing patterns of eye movements while participants viewed images of crime

locations (Ellson, Davis, Saltzman, & Burke, 1952) or familiar and
unfamiliar stimuli (Althoff & Cohen, 1999). Based on these findings, we predicted that deception would be associated with increases in number of fixations, first-pass duration, and second-pass
duration.
We tested these predictions in two experiments using a mock
crime paradigm. In each experiment, participants were randomly
assigned to guilty and innocent treatment conditions. Guilty participants committed a simulated theft, whereas innocent participants were informed of the thefts but did not commit them. We
chose to inform innocent participants of the crimes because in field
testing situations, innocent individuals often have knowledge of a
crime even if they did not commit it. However, because the
experimenter who administered the test was unaware of the participants’ guilt status, all participants were suspected of the thefts
and were offered a monetary bonus to convince the experimenter
of their innocence. Participants were told to deny having committed either crime, and that they should respond to test statements as
quickly and accurately as possible because delays in responding or
errors could be taken as indicators of deception. Participants were
fitted with a head mounted eye tracker and selected True or False
in response to statements that were neutral or addressed each of
two possible mock crimes (e.g., “I did not take the $20 from the
secretary’s purse”). The first experiment tested predictions that
guilty participants would show greater increases in pupil diameter,
increased fixations, and longer first pass and second pass reading
times in response to statements answered deceptively compared
with those answered truthfully. The second experiment was designed to replicate and assess the reliability of results from the first
experiment and investigate the role of other variables that could
influence the accuracy of an ocular-motor test for deception. All
procedures in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 were approved by
the University of Utah Institutional Review Board.

Experiment 1
Method
Design. Equal numbers of participants were randomly assigned to one of three cells in a 3 ! (3 ! 3) mixed design. The
between-subjects variable was guilt; participants were assigned to
either an innocent condition or a guilty condition. Guilty participants were further divided into “Cash” or “Card” crime conditions.
The two within-subjects factors were statement type (neutral, cash,
and card) and repetition (three repetitions of each statement). The
dependent variables were change in pupil diameter, response time,
response errors, number of fixations, first pass reading time, and
second pass reading time.
Participants. Fifty-five university students and staff were
recruited from fliers on campus. For various reasons (e.g., pupil
size, eye shape, etc.), the eye movements of 27% of prospective
participants could not be tracked. Those individuals were paid $15
and excused from the experiment. The remaining 24 male and 16
female participants ranged in age from 18 –36 years (M " 22.35,
SD " 4.3), were predominantly Caucasian (82.5%), single
(77.5%), and students at the University of Utah (92.5%). Participants were randomly assigned to innocent (n " 20), “Cash” (n "
10), and “Card” conditions (n " 10).
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Apparatus.
Participants’ eye movements were monitored
using an Applied Sciences Laboratory (ASL) Model 501 headmounted eye tracker. The eye tracker was interfaced with two 1.8
GHz Hewlett Packard desktop computers: One ran the eye tracker
and recorded the data, and the other ran the experiment. Participants had freedom of head movement while wearing the eye
tracker. Viewing was binocular, and eye movement was recorded
from each participant’s right eye 60 times per second (i.e., 60 Hz).
Participants’ head movements and orientation were recorded with
a magnetic head tracker, the output of which was stored with eye
position and pupil diameter at 60 Hz. The monitor was positioned
approximately 63.5 cm from the participant’s eyes.
Materials. The 48 test statements were repeated three times
during the experiment in separate trial blocks. The statements were
divided into three types: 16 statements were neutral, 16 addressed
the cash crime, and 16 addressed the card crime. Each statement
type required an equal number of true and false responses, and
each group of True and False statements was subdivided into equal
numbers of statements with negation (e.g., “I did not take the $20
from the secretary’s purse.”) and without negation (e.g., “I took the
$20 from the secretary’s purse.”). The mean length in characters
(with spaces) of the statements in the neutral, cash, and card
conditions were 48.06 (SD " 9.33), 57.25 (SD " 9.01), and 65.56
(SD " 9.93) characters, respectively. The neutral statements were
shorter than either the cash, t(30) " 2 .83, p # .01, or the card
statements, t(30) " 4.26, p # .01, but the cash and card statements
did not differ in length, t(30) " 1.58, p " .12.
Measures. Response time, response accuracy, pupil diameter,
and three measures of reading (number of fixations, first-pass
duration, and second-pass duration) were obtained for each statement and repetition. All measures were recorded only when participants had fixated within a rectangular region-of-interest that
surrounded each statement. The region-of-interest was 32 mm in
height, started with the first character, and ended with the last
character of the statement.
Four criteria were used to define a fixation (Eyenal Manual,
Applied Sciences Laboratory, Bedford, MA). First, a fixation
began at the first of six consecutive samples that occurred within
.5° of visual angle. Second, any three consecutive fixation samples
farther than 1° of visual angle in the horizontal or vertical direction
from the mean location of the preceding samples ended the fixation. Third, the final fixation position was the mean position of all
fixation samples between the beginning and end of the fixation
period, but any two or fewer consecutive fixation samples that
were farther than 1.5 standard deviations from the mean position
were excluded from the calculation of the final position. Finally,
any fixation duration longer than 1 second was considered an
artifact and automatically deleted (see Rayner, 1998; Rayner &
Pollatsek, 1989).
Pupil diameter. Reading onset was defined as the first sample
of the first of four consecutive fixations in the region-of-interest.
The difference in pupil diameter between the first sample and each
subsequent sample for a period of 4 s provided an evoked pupil
response curve and represented changes in pupil response over
time from stimulus onset. In addition to the response curve, the
area under the curve was computed to obtain a single measure of
the magnitude of the pupil response for reliability, bivariate, and
discriminant function analyses described below. Area under the
pupil response curve was calculated from the low point that
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followed reading onset until the pupil response fully recovered, or
4 s following reading onset, whichever occurred first. Area under
this response curve was the sum of positive differences between
the initial low point and each subsequent sample (Kircher &
Raskin, 1988).
Measures of reading behaviors. Number of fixations was the
number of times a participant fixated in the region-of-interest; this
measure is a general indicator of processing difficulty. First-pass
duration was the sum of durations of all fixations made from the
time the participant first fixated on the statement until he or she
fixated somewhere outside the region-of-interest; this measure
reflects the amount of time initially spent reading a region.
Second-pass duration was the sum of durations for all fixations
that the participant made while rereading the statement after once
having fixated outside the region-of-interest; this measure of rereading may reflect lingering difficulty associated with a region
and/or strategic processes. To adjust for differences in length as a
function of statement type, number of fixations was converted to
number of fixations per character, and response time and first- and
second-pass reading times were converted to ms per characters.
This is a common practice in controlling for differences in length
in stimulus materials in psychological research on reading (see
Rayner, 1998).
Procedure. Participants were recruited by placing fliers for
the study at various locations around the university campus. In
addition to providing contact information, the fliers indicated that
participants would receive $30 in pay and a possible bonus of $30.
When they called, prospective participants were given a brief
description of the study, screened for inclusion criteria (i.e., over
18 years old, proficient in English, and able to read without
corrective lenses), and given an appointment. Participants were
then e-mailed initial instructions and a map of campus with a
description of the study location. Participants were called the day
before their scheduled appointment, reminded of their appointment, instructed to get a good night’s sleep and not to drink
caffeine 2 hours before their appointment time.
Per their instructions, each participant reported alone to a room
on campus, entered the room, closed the door, read and signed the
consent form, and read the computer-administered instructions. No
researcher was present at the initial study location. After reading
the instructions, the participant was given the option to discontinue
the study. Those participants who decided to continue were randomly assigned to an innocent condition or a guilty condition.
Guilty participants were further subdivided into “Cash” and
“Card” crime conditions. Guilty condition participants were informed that they had no more than 30 min to complete their
assigned crime. Participants in the “Cash” crime were instructed to
steal $20 from a secretary’s purse; participants in the “Card” crime
were instructed to steal credit card information from a student’s
computer. Innocent participants were given general descriptions of
the crimes but did not enact them. Innocent participants were told
to report to the lab 20 to 35 min after the time they were scheduled
to arrive for their appointment. This was to ensure that guilty and
innocent participants arrived at the lab at approximately the same
time so that the experimenter administering the test remained
unaware of the conditions to which they had been assigned.
An attempt was made to motivate all participants to pass the test.
Guilty and innocent participants were promised a $30 bonus in
addition to their $30 in pay ($60 total) if they appeared truthful to
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share this information with anyone who might participate in the
study.

all of the statements on the test. Prior to their arrival at the lab, all
participants also were given the following instruction:
[Y]ou must not make the examiner suspicious at any point during the
test. The test is based on the idea that a person who committed a crime
will have a difficult time answering quickly and honestly to questions
about the crime. You could make the examiner suspicious if it takes
you a long time to answer the questions or if you make lots of
mistakes. To appear innocent, you should respond as quickly and as
accurately as you possibly can.

Results
The level of significance for all statistical tests was set at .05.
Significance levels for tests involving within-subjects factors were
conservatively assessed with Huynh-Feldt adjusted degrees of
freedom.
Repetition effects. We tested if reading and response times
for the statements would decrease across repetitions, and whether
they differed as a function of statement type and guilt status.
Repeated measures analysis of variance (RMANOVA) revealed no
meaningful effects of repetitions on any of the outcome measures,
and no interactions with statement type or guilt status. Because
changes over repetitions were not diagnostic, means were computed across repetitions for all outcome measures.
Response errors. There were few errors overall. Analysis of
variance revealed no significant main or interaction effects of guilt
status on response errors.
Response time. The response time results, as well as the
reading measures, are reported in Table 1. Analysis of response
times revealed a significant main effect for group, F(2, 37) " 4.24,
partial $2 " .19. Guilty participants showed longer response times
than innocent participants across all statement domains. In addition, the analysis revealed a significant Group ! Statement Type
interaction, F(3.87, 71.63) " 3.18, partial $2 " .15. Participants
who were guilty of stealing the cash took less time per character on
the cash statements than on either the neutral or card statements.
Conversely, participants who were guilty of stealing the credit card
information took less time on the card statements than on either the
cash or neutral statements. Innocent participants’ response times
did not differ as a function of statement type.
Pupil diameter.
Changes in pupil size for 4 s following
statement presentation are plotted at 10 Hz in Figure 1 for each
group. The initial drop in pupil size is a common response to the
onset of a visual stimulus (Reinhard, Lachnit, & Konig, 2006;
Steinhauer & Hakerem, 1992). Innocent participants (Figure 1c)
appeared to show greater increases in pupil size in response to
crime-relevant statements than neutral statements, but the difference was relatively small, and their responses to cash and card
statements were similar. Conversely, participants guilty of the cash

Upon arriving at the lab, each participant completed a brief
demographic questionnaire and was seated in front of the computer
monitor. The ASL eye tracker was attached and calibrated. The
participants then read a set of instructions on the computer screen.
They were informed that statements would be presented individually on the computer screen, and they should indicate whether
each statement was true or false.
Each statement was presented on a single line in the center of
the computer monitor beginning at the left edge of the screen. To
answer True or False, the participant used a mouse to click one of
two radio buttons that appeared on the right side of the screen
adjacent to the statement. The selected radio button showed the
participant’s response for 200 ms, and the statement was replaced
by the next statement in the preprogrammed sequence 200 ms
later.
The 48 statements were repeated in three blocks separated by an
unrelated test of general knowledge that took 5–10 min to complete. The presentation of the statements was randomized across
participants with the provision that a statement of one type was
followed an equal number of times by a statement from the other
two types and never was followed immediately by a statement of
the same type.
After completion of the testing, the eye tracker was removed and
the participant was informed if they passed the test. At the conclusion of the test, each participant’s guilt status automatically was
retrieved via a local area network from the computer used to assign
participants to treatments and administer the instructions. Because
no algorithm had been developed to decide if the participant was
truthful or deceptive on the test, participants assigned to the
innocent condition were paid $60, and those assigned to one of the
two guilty conditions were paid $30. Participants were debriefed
about the study and payment procedures and were asked not to

Table 1
Mean Response Time, Number of Fixations, and First- and Second-Pass Duration as a Function of Group and Statement Type in
Experiment 1
Guilty-cash
Cash
Variable
Response time
Number of fixations
First-pass duration
Second-pass duration

M

SD

Card
M

Guilty-card
Neutral

SD

M

SD

Cash
M

SD

Card
M

Innocent
Neutral

SD

M

SD

Cash
M

SD

Card
M

Neutral
SD

M

SD

50.13 1.21 54.81 1.46 51.79 1.22 51.24 .96 47.93 .82 52.97 1.03 42.92 .85 42.58 1.19 41.59 .89
19.6 3.17 21.83 3.87 20.42 3.35 19.14 3.03 17.81 2.37 19.38 2.39 17.20 2.87 17.31 3.9 16.89 2.89
42.20 1.15 42.17 1.2 43.93 1.16 40.97 .83 39.47 .62 46.02 .82 35.01 .69 34.16 .79 35.61 .75
8.0
.27 13.0
.53 8.0
.30 10.0
.40 8.0
.27 7.0
.31 8.0
.51 8.0
.64 6.0
.37

Note. Number of fixations are reported per character, whereas response time, first-pass duration, and second-pass duration are reported in ms per character.
SDs for all measures appear in parentheses.
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a. Guilty Cash Group

Change in Pupil Size (mm)

0.10

Neutral
Cash
Card

0.05

c. Innocent Group

b. Guilty Card Group

Neutral
Cash
Card

Neutral
Cash
Card
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-0.10
-0.15
-0.20
0
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3

4

0

1

Time (s)

Figure 1.

2

Time (s)

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

Time (s)

Mean evoked pupil response as a function of group and statement type for Experiment 1.

crime (Figure 1a) showed large increases in pupil size in response
to cash statements and weaker responses to card and neutral
statements, whereas participants guilty of the card crime (Figure 1b) showed their strongest responses to card statements.
Change in pupil size over the course of a response was analyzed
with RMANOVA with two within-subjects factors and one
between-groups factor. Time was a within-subjects factor with 40
levels (4 s at 10 Hz), statement type was a within-subjects factor
with three levels (neutral, cash, and card statements), and guilt was
a between-groups factor with three levels (innocent, guilty of cash
crime, guilty of card crime). The Statement Type ! Guilt interaction was significant, F(4, 74) " 5.30, partial $2 " .22. The
greatest increases in pupil diameter occurred when the participant
was deceptive. The Statement Type ! Guilt interaction is based on
differences in mean response levels to each statement across
groups, whereas the Time ! Statement Type ! Guilt interaction is
based on differences in the shapes of the response curves for each
statement type across groups. This three-way interaction also was
significant, F(19.25, 356.06) " 4.16, partial $2 " .18. The three
types of statements evoked changes in the pupil over time that
differed among the groups.
In Figure 1, it appeared that the absolute difference between
cash and card statements was greater for participants who took the
cash than for those who took the credit card information. This was
tested with an RMANOVA using only guilty participants, where
responses to relevant statements answered deceptively were compared with relevant statements answered truthfully. The analysis
revealed no Deception ! Statement Type interaction, p " .14.
However, the three-way interaction of Time ! Deception ! Statement Type was significant, F(3.31, 78.67) " 2.49, partial $2 "
.12. The difference in pupil response associated with truthfulness
and deception was greater for participants in the cash than card
condition. In addition, innocent participants reacted more strongly
to crime-related statements than to neutral statements. Follow-up
tests within the innocent group revealed that the difference between crime-related and neutral statement types was significant,
F(1, 19) " 30.78, partial $2 " .62, as was the Time ! Statement
Type interaction, F(5.38, 102.21) " 20.97, partial $2 " .52.

Reading measures. As expected, guilty participants made
more fixations per character than did innocent participants; the
main effect of guilt was significant, F(2, 37) " 4.90, partial $2 "
.21. Contrary to predictions, however, participants guilty of taking
the cash made fewer fixations when reading statements about the
cash than when reading about the credit card, and participants
guilty of taking the credit card information made fewer fixations
on statements about the credit card than the cash (Table 1). For
innocent participants, the number of fixations was relatively consistent across statement types. This Statement Type ! Guilt interaction was significant, F(3.92, 72.61) " 4.09, partial $2 " .18.
Analysis of first-pass duration data revealed that guilty participants on average had longer first-pass time reading times than did
innocent participants; the main effect of guilt was significant, F(2,
37) " 4.03, partial $2 " .18. The Statement Type ! Guilt
interaction also was significant, F(4, 74) " 3.17, partial $2 " .15.
As seen in Table 1, this interaction reflected the fact that guilty
participants’ first pass reading times were shorter for statements
about the two crimes than for statements about neutral content,
whereas innocent participants’ first-pass durations did not differ as
a function of statement type.
There was no main effect of guilt in the analysis of second-pass
durations. The Statement Type ! Guilt interaction was significant,
however, F(3.98, 73.66) " 3.65, partial $2 " .16. Participants
guilty of the cash crime spent less time rereading statements about
the cash, whereas participants guilty of the credit card crime spent
less time rereading statements about the credit card. The findings
for first- and second-pass reading measures were consistent with,
though not independent of, those obtained for number of fixations;
as noted by Rayner (1998), measures of fixation frequency and
fixation duration tend to be highly correlated.
Bivariate and discriminant analyses. Bivariate and discriminant analyses were conducted to assess the degree to which area
under the pupil response curve (pupil response), number of fixations, first-pass duration, and second-pass duration could be used
to differentiate among the three treatment conditions. For each
outcome measure, responses to neutral, cash, and card statements
were used to derive three new variables. One variable was the
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mean response to neutral statements (N). The response to neutral
statements provided a general measure of vigilance or cautiousness. The observed main effects of guilt on number of fixations
and first-pass reading time suggested that guilty participants generally were more cautious than innocent participants. The second
variable was the difference between the combined mean response
to cash (R1) and card (R2) statements and the response to neutral
statements (i.e., [R1 % R2]/2 – N). Guilty participants were
expected to show greater differences between crime-related and
neutral statements than innocent participants. The last variable was
the difference between responses to cash and card statements (i.e.,
R1 – R2). We expected this difference to differentiate between the
two guilty groups.
Two group membership indicator variables were created to
distinguish among the three groups. One indicator variable
(Guilty-Innocent) differentiated between the guilty (coded % 1)
and innocent participants (&1). The second indicator variable
(Cash-Card) distinguished between the Card (&1) and Cash
groups (%1); innocent participants were coded 0. The correlations
of the group indicator variables with the various outcome measures
are presented in Table 2. The correlations indicate the extent to
which the outcome measure discriminates between the groups and
may be viewed as an index of predictive validity. For example, on
the Guilty-Innocent indicator variable, a positive correlation would
indicate that the guilty group had a higher mean score on the
outcome measure than the innocent group.
For neutral statements, guilty participants had smaller pupil
responses (r " &.43), fixated more often (r " .48), and spent more
time reading the statements (r " .49) than did innocent participants. There were no significant differences between the two guilty
groups in their responses to neutral statements. Differences between responses to crime-related and neutral statements distinguished between guilty and innocent groups on measures of pupil
response (r " &.51) and first-pass duration (r " .33). Differences
between responses to cash and card statements distinguished between the two guilty conditions on measures of pupil response

(r " .61), number of fixations (r " &.54), and second-pass
duration (r " &.53). Deceptive answers were preceded by greater
increases in pupil diameter, fewer fixations, and shorter secondpass reading times.
Stepwise discriminant analysis was used to select subsets of the
available ocular-motor measures to classify cases into cash, card,
and innocent groups (see Kircher & Raskin, 1988, for a detailed
explanation of this procedure). The analysis produced two significant discriminant functions. The first discriminant function used
the difference in pupil response between crime-related and neutral
statements as well as number of fixations on neutral statements to
discriminate between participants in guilty and innocent groups
(R2 " .49, p # .01). The second discriminant function used the
difference in pupil response to cash and card statements and the
difference in second-pass rereading of cash and card statements to
discriminate between the two guilty groups (R2 " .41, p # .01).
The discriminant functions correctly classified nine of 10 cash
crime participants, 8 of 10 card crime participants, and 17 of 20
innocent participants. Together, the selected ocular-motor measures yielded 85% correct classifications. Mean accuracy dropped
from 85% to 80% with jackknifed classifications. Jackknifed classifications were obtained by removing the first participant from the
data matrix and computing discriminant functions using the remaining N&1 participants. Those functions were used to classify
only the first participant. Since the data for that one participant did
not contribute to the solution of the discriminant functions, the
classification of that individual was unbiased, or at least less
biased, than the classification of the same individual by the discriminant functions based on all N participants. The data for the
first participant were then added back to the data matrix, the data
from second participant were removed from the matrix, and discriminant functions were derived using the remaining N&1 participants (1, 3, 4, . . . N). The second individual was classified by
the functions based on Participants 1, 3, 4, . . . N. This procedure
was repeated for each participant in the study. In the end, each
participant was classified by functions that were independent of
the data for that individual.

Table 2
Correlations Between Ocular-Motor Measures and Group
Membership Indicators in Experiment 1

Discussion

Variable
Neutral statements
Pupil response (AUC)
Number of fixations
First-pass duration
Second-pass duration
Crime vs. neutral statements
Pupil response (AUC)
Number of fixations
First-pass duration
Second-pass duration
Cash vs. card Statements
Pupil response (AUC)
Number of fixations
First-pass duration
Second-pass duration
Note. AUC indicates area under curve.
!
p # .05. !! p # .01.

Guilty vs.
innocent

Cash vs.
card

&.43!!
.48!!
.49!!
.21

.21
&.11
.08
&.10

.51!!
&.17
&.33!
.03

.26
&.21
&.33!
&.01

.27
&.06
&.01
&.09

&.61!!
.54!!
.12
.53!!

In previous laboratory experiments, deception was associated
with increased response time, increased errors, and decreased
repetition effects (Baker et al., 1992b; Crosland, 1929; Seymour et
al., 2000; Vendemia et al., 2005; Walczyk et al., 2009, 2003).
Consistent with prior research and the cognitive workload hypothesis, guilty participants responded more slowly than innocent
participants. However, we found no effects of deception on response accuracy, or in repetition effects on either response time or
response accuracy.
As in previous research, deception in this experiment was associated with greater increases in pupil size (e.g., Bradley &
Janisse, 1981; Webb, Honts, et al., 2009). Participants who stole
$20 showed stronger pupil responses to statements about the $20,
whereas participants who stole credit card information showed
stronger pupil responses to statements about the credit card. In
addition, innocent participants reacted more strongly to crimerelated than neutral statements, even though their answers to all
statements were truthful. Horowitz, Kircher, Honts, and Raskin
(1997) reported a similar finding for innocent participants in a
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polygraph study. This effect for innocent participants may be
attributed to recognition on their part of the significance of the
crime-related questions.
The pupil data indicated that innocent participants responded
more strongly to cash statements than credit card statements.
Similarly, the absolute difference between cash and credit card
statements was greater for participants who took the cash than for
participants who downloaded credit card information. Why this
occurred is unclear, since the two types of statements were equally
important to the outcome. One possibility is that participants
perceived the theft of $20 from a secretary’s purse as a more
egregious offense than downloading credit card information. Although we attempted to equate the two sets of crime-related
statements, it also is possible that the cash statements were more
semantically complex and required more cognitive effort to process. Statement complexity was manipulated in Experiment 2.
Sympathetically mediated electrodermal responses during polygraph examinations habituate rapidly over repetitions of test questions (Ben-Shakhar & Furedy, 1990; Kristjansson, Kircher, &
Webb, 2007). However, no effect of repetitions was observed on
pupil responses in Experiment 1 (for a similar finding, see Webb,
Honts, et al., 2009) The present results may indicate that the pupil
changes in these deception tests were mediated by the parasympathetic nervous system and mostly reflect changes in cognitive
load (Bradley et al., 2008). Alternatively, the three repetitions of
the statements may have provided insufficient opportunity to observe effects of trials on evoked pupil responses. This issue was
investigated further in Experiment 2.
The effects on reading measures were partially consistent with
expectations. As expected, guilty participants overall made more
fixations and took longer to read the test statements than did
innocent participants. Contrary to predictions, however, guilty
participants made fewer fixations and spent less time reading and
rereading when responding deceptively than when responding
truthfully. Although these patterns of effects were evident in two
independent samples of guilty participants, the samples were
small, and the effects were inconsistent with predictions based on
previous research in reading (Rayner, 1998) and the detection of
deception (Baker et al., 1992b). Therefore, another goal of Experiment 2 was to determine whether the patterns of effects observed
in Experiment 1 were reliable, especially those obtained for firstand second-pass reading times.

Experiment 2
Meta-analyses of mock crime research on polygraph techniques
(Kircher, Horowitz, & Raskin, 1988) and deception studies (DePaulo et al., 2003) suggest that motivation to deceive increases the
diagnostic validity of measures of deception. Although the underlying psychological bases for polygraph and ocular-motor tests for
deception may differ, it is possible that motivation to appear
innocent will affect examinees’ behavior. To test for effects of
motivation in Experiment 2, half of the participants were motivated with a $30 bonus (as in Experiment 1), and for the remaining
participants, this bonus was decreased to $1.
Statement content in Experiment 1 was counterbalanced for
true/false responses, and for positive or negative wording. In some
cases, the combination of these factors resulted in simple, easyto-understand statements (e.g., I did not take cash from the secre-
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tary’s purse.), and in other cases, it resulted in complex and
difficult-to-understand statements (e.g., The claim that I did not
take the $20 from the purse is incorrect.). It may be that the
cognitive effort required to comprehend and respond correctly to
the complex statements confounded and thus diminished our ability to distinguish among the groups. If so, differences between
deceptive and truthful individuals should be more pronounced
when only simple statements are included in the test. Alternatively,
Vrij and colleagues found that by increasing the cognitive load
associated with a recall task, they were better able to distinguish
between deceptive and nondeceptive responses (Vrij et al., 2007;
2009). If those findings apply to the ocular-motor test, differences
between deceptive and truthful participants should be greater when
the test contains complex statements than when it contains only
simple statements. To test these two accounts, half of our participants were presented with a mixed set of simple and complex
statements, and half were presented with only simple statements.
Because the general pattern of responses to the committed-crime
and non-committed-crime statements was consistent across the
cash and card groups in Experiment 1, we simplified the design
and used only one crime in Experiment 2; participants were either
innocent or guilty of stealing $20 from a secretary’s purse. However, in order to retain a non-neutral comparison condition for
statements about the committed crime, participants were led to
believe that some participants had stolen an exam from a professor’s office, and they would be questioned about that crime as
well. Thus, three statement types were presented to participants:
neutral statements, statements about a crime they committed, and
statements about a crime they did not commit.
There were three additional differences between Experiment 1
and Experiment 2. First, prior research has shown that eyeblinks
are suppressed under conditions of cognitive load and occur when
focused attention ends (Siegle, Ichikawa, & Steinhauer, 2008;
Stern, Walrath, & Goldstein, 1984). In our test, eyeblinks may be
suppressed while individuals read and respond to statements answered deceptively compared with statements answered truthfully.
To test this prediction, we used a different eye tracker that allowed
for the measurement of eyeblinks. If deceptive individuals suppress eyeblinks while they read and respond deceptively to a
statement, they also may recover on the subsequent statement.
That is, they may blink more on statements that follow a deceptive
response than on statements that follow a truthful response (cf.
Baker, Goldstein, & Stern, 1992a). We recorded eyeblinks for each
statement, and for the subsequent statement, as a function of both
group and statement type. We also included participant gender as
a variable in our design and analyses, because the group sizes were
too small to test for effects of gender in Experiment 1. Finally, we
increased the number of repetitions of statements to five.

Method
Design. Equal numbers of male and female participants were
randomly assigned to one of eight cells in a 2 ! 2 ! 2 ! 2 ! (3 !
5) mixed design. The between-subjects variables were guilt (guilty
vs. innocent), motivation ($30 vs. $1), statement difficulty (mix of
simple and complex statements vs. simple statements only), and
gender (male vs. female). The two within-subject factors were
statement type (neutral, cash, and exam) and repetition (five repetitions of each statement). The dependent variables were change
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Measures. Experiment 2 included all of the outcome measures in Experiment 1 and added two measures of blink rate: Blink
rate was the number of blinks per second for each statement, and
next statement blink rate was the number of blinks per second for
the statement that followed.
Procedures. The procedures were the same as those in Experiment 1 with the following exceptions. Participants were told
that some individuals had to download an exam from a professor’s
computer onto a disk, but in actuality, no one committed that
crime. Rather than using the mouse to answer true or false to test
statements, participants pressed the ‘1’ or ‘3’ key on the keypad of
the computer keyboard, and these keys were labeled T and F,
respectively. Participants completed five repetitions of the test
statements rather than three. Last, participants completed a postsession questionnaire to rate the importance of the monetary bonus
on a scale from 1 (not at all) to 5 (extremely).

in pupil diameter, response time, response errors, number of fixations, first pass reading time, second pass reading time, blink rate,
and next item blink rate.
Participants. One hundred thirty-six university students and
staff were recruited via fliers posted on campus. Of these 136
participants, eight chose not to participate after learning of their
experimental condition, five did not follow instructions, and two
were lost because of experimenter error. An additional nine participants’ (6.6%) eye movements were not able to be properly
tracked. The remaining 56 male and 56 female participants ranged
in age from 18 – 67 years (M " 25.90, SD " 7.18), were predominantly Caucasian (79.5%), single (72.3%), and students (85.7%).
Apparatus. An Arrington ViewPoint Eye Tracker (Arrington
Research, Inc, Scottsdale, AZ) was used to record eye movements
and pupil diameter at 30 Hz. The eye tracker was affixed to a pair
of lens-less plastic safety goggles. Viewing was binocular, but eye
movement and pupil diameter were recorded only from the right
eye. Test statements were presented in a single line in the center of
a 19-inch NEC MultiSync FE950 % flat screen CRT monitor
beginning on the left side of the screen. The monitor was positioned approximately 50.8 cm from the participant’s eyes.
Materials. Participants responded to 48 statements on five
occasions. Sixteen statements pertained to the theft of the $20, 16
pertained to the theft of the exam, and 16 were neutral. There were
equal numbers of correct True and False statements within each
type. Half of the participants received a mixed set of statements
that contained both simple and complex statements, and half
received only simple statements. Complex statements included a
relative clause (e.g., “The 20 dollars that was in the office is not in
my possession.”).
Mixed difficulty statements were longer than simple statements,
F(1, 95) " 6.15, p " .02. Within the mixed difficulty set, the mean
lengths in characters for the neutral, cash, and exam statements
were 48.06 (SD " 9.33), 55 (SD " 10.21), and 53.81 (SD "
11.63), respectively. The neutral statements were marginally
shorter than the cash statements, t(30) " 2.01, p " .05, but no
other contrasts were significant, ps ' .13. Within the set of simple
statements, the mean lengths in characters for the neutral, cash, and
exam statements were 44.31 (SD " 9.39), 49.5 (SD " 7.44), and
48.38 (SD " 8.42), respectively. Again, the neutral statements
were marginally shorter than the cash statements, t(30) " 1.73,
p " .09, but no other contrasts were significant, ps ' .2.

Results
A main effect of guilt and a Statement Type ! Guilt interaction
are two sources of diagnostic information that may be used to
decide if the individual was deceptive on the test. A goal of
Experiment 2 was to determine whether either of these effects was
moderated by gender, motivation to pass the test, statement complexity, or repetitions. Given the multifactor nature of the design
for Experiment 2, each RMANOVA had over 60 sources of
variance. To simplify the presentation of the results, only tests of
the main effect of guilt, the interaction of Statement Type ! Guilt,
and three-way interactions that included statement type and guilt
are reported. A complete listing of significant effects may be found
in Webb (2008). Descriptive statistics for response time, number
of fixations, first- and second-pass duration, blink rate, and next
statement blink rate are presented in Table 3.
Manipulation check. The monetary bonus was rated as more
important to participants promised $30 for a truthful outcome
(M " 2.87, SE " .11) than to participants promised only $1 for a
truthful outcome (M " 1.75, SE " .11), F(1, 96) " 49.61, partial
$2 " .34. Participants’ self-reports were consistent with our intention to manipulate levels of motivation to pass the test.
Gender effects. Gender moderated the Statement Type !
Guilt interaction on blink rate (partial $2 " .04). Because the
effect was small and gender did not interact with guilt or moderate

Table 3
Mean Response Time, Number of Fixations, First- and Second-Pass Duration, Blink Rate, and Next Statement Blink Rate as a
Function of Group and Statement Type in Experiment 2
Guilty-cash
Cash

Innocent

Exam

Neutral

Cash

Exam

Neutral

Variable

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

Response time
Number of fixations
First-pass duration
Second-pass duration
Blink rate
Next statement blink rate

56.93
16.30
42.78
4.19
.06
.07

1.51
3.63
1.06
4.19
.05
.05

65.24
18.45
48.53
5.61
.07
.07

1.71
4.16
1.06
.42
.05
.05

64.54
18.40
48.93
5.02
.07
.06

1.53
3.74
1.08
.45
.05
.05

54.44
16.77
43.13
3.23
.07
.07

1.64
4.5
1.31
.39
.05
.05

61.0
17.18
44.14
4.15
.07
.07

2.77
4.95
1.35
.39
.05
.05

55.01
16.46
44.07
2.5
.07
.07

1.37
3.6
1.16
.24
.05
.05

Note. Number of fixations are reported per character, whereas response time, first-pass duration, and second-pass duration are reported in ms per character.
Blink rate and next item blink rate are presented in blinks per second.
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118.71, partial $2 " .68, and innocent participants, F(1, 55) "
65.36, partial $2 " .66.
Reading measures. Although the main effect of guilt on
number of fixations was not significant, there was a significant
Statement Type ! Guilt interaction, F(1.81, 174.65) " 19.86,
partial $2 " .17. This interaction again was because of deceptive
individuals making fewer fixations while reading statements about
the crime they committed than statements about another crime or
neutral content. The Statement Type ! Guilt ! Motivation interaction also was significant, F(1.82, 174.65) " 3.34, partial $2 "
.03. For number of fixations, there was less difference between the
guilty and innocent participants in the low motivation condition
than the high motivation condition. It is interesting to note that the
incentive manipulation had a greater effect on innocent participants than guilty participants. The innocent participants in the low
motivation condition made more fixations than innocent participants in the high motivation condition. In addition, mixed statements were fixated more often than simple statements, F(1, 96) "
4.60, partial $2 " .05. However, statement difficulty did not
interact with guilt or moderate the Statement Type ! Guilt interaction.
Although there was no significant main effect of guilt on firstpass duration, the Statement Type ! Guilt interaction was significant, F(1.95, 187.21) " 18.71, partial $2 " .16. Guilty participants had shorter first-pass durations when they were deceptive
than when they were truthful. For innocent participants, first-pass
durations were similar across statement types.
The main effect of guilt on second-pass durations was significant, F(1, 96) " 4.93, partial $2 " .05, as was the Statement
Type ! Guilt interaction, F(2, 192) " 6.24, partial $2 " .06.
Across statement types, guilty participants did more rereading than
did innocent participants. Guilty participants did less rereading
when they were deceptive than when they were truthful, whereas
innocent participants’ rereading durations varied less across statement types.
As predicted, blink rates were lower for guilty participants when
they read statements about the crime they had committed, F(2,
192) " 3.12, but the effect was small, partial $2 " .03. Effects of
interest on next statement blink rate were not significant.

the Statement Type ! Guilt interaction for any other outcome
measure, it is not discussed further.
Repetition effects. RMANOVA revealed no interactions of
guilt with repetitions or interactions of Guilt by Statement Type !
Repetition for any of the outcome measures. As a result, all
subsequent analyses are based on means computed across repetitions.
Response errors. One innocent participant scored 7.01 standard deviations from the grand mean error rate and was dropped
from the analysis. The main effect of guilt on response errors was
significant, F(1, 95) " 5.73, partial $2 " .06. Guilty participants
had a higher error rate (M " .06, SD " .01) than did innocent
participants (M " .05, SD " .01). The effect of guilt interacted
with statement difficulty, F(1, 95) " 4.37, partial $2 " .04. Guilty
participants made more mistakes with simple statements than with
mixed statements, whereas innocent participants made fewer mistakes with simple statements than with mixed statements. The
Statement Type ! Guilt interaction was not significant.
Response time. Although the main effect of guilt was not
significant for response time, F(1, 96) " 3.25, p " .07, there was
a small but significant Statement Type ! Guilt interaction, F(1.47,
141.29) " 3.57, partial $2 " .04. The interaction was due primarily to the finding that guilty participants responded more quickly
when they lied to statements concerning the theft of the $20 than
when they answered truthfully to neutral statements or statements
about the other crime.
Pupil diameter. Changes in pupil diameter following the
presentation of cash, exam, and neutral statements are plotted at 10
Hz in Figure 2 for guilty and innocent participants, respectively.
The Statement Type ! Guilt interaction was significant, F(1.87,
179.18) " 20.62, partial $2 " .18, as was the three-way interaction
of Time ! Statement Type ! Guilt, F(4.24, 406.80) " 13.13,
partial $2 " .12. For guilty participants, the pupil responses to cash
statements were greater than responses to exam statements, F(1,
55) " 20.13, partial $2 " .27. Although no difference between
responses to cash statements and exam statements was expected
for innocent participants, pupil responses to exam statements were
greater than responses to cash statements, F(1, 55) " 11.54, partial
$2 " .17. The difference between pupil responses to crime-related
and neutral statements was significant for guilty, F(1, 55) "

a. Guilty Group

b. Innocent Group

Change in Pupil Size (mm)

0.10
0.05
0.00
-0.05
-0.10
Neutral
Cash
Exam

-0.15

Neutral
Cash
Exam

-0.20
0

1

2

Time (s)

Figure 2.

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

Time (s)

Mean evoked pupil response as a function of group and statement type in Experiment 2.
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Bivariate and discriminant analyses. A group membership
indicator was created that distinguished between guilty (%1) and
innocent (&1) participants. The indicator variable was correlated
with measurements for neutral statements, the difference between
crime-related and neutral statements, and the difference between
cash and exam questions. The correlations for each ocular-motor
measure are presented in Table 4. Twelve of 18 measures were
significantly correlated with group membership. The most diagnostic measure was the difference between the mean first-pass
duration for cash and exam statements (r " .53).
Stepwise linear discriminant analysis was performed with the 12
measures that correlated with group membership. Four variables
were selected for the discriminant function. They included the
difference between first-pass duration for cash and exam statements, the difference between pupil responses to cash and exam
statements, the difference between second-pass durations for crime
and neutral statements, and the difference between next statement
blink rates for crime and neutral statements. The function correctly
classified 46 of the 56 guilty participants (82.2%) and 50 of the 56
innocent participants (89.3%). The same results were obtained
with jackknifed classifications (85.7% correct overall). When the
four variables selected in Experiment 1 were used to classify the
cases in Experiment 2, accuracy dropped by about 5% to 78.6% for
guilty participants and 82.1% for innocent participants (80.4%
overall).

Discussion
The patterns of results from Experiment 2 replicate and extend
those of Experiment 1. Compared with innocent participants,
guilty participants had overall longer response times, more fixations, and longer reading and rereading times. Guilty participants

Table 4
Correlations Between Ocular-Motor Measures and Group
Membership Indicators in Experiment 2
Variable
Neutral statements
Pupil response (AUC)
Number of fixations
First-pass duration
Second-pass duration
Blink rate
Next statement blink rate
Crime vs. neutral statements
Pupil response (AUC)
Number of fixations
First-pass duration
Second-pass duration
Blink rate
Next statement blink rate
Cash vs. exam statements
Pupil response (AUC)
Number of fixations
First-pass duration
Second-pass duration
Blink rate
Next statement blink rate
Note. AUC " area under the response curve.
p # .05. !! p # .01.

!

Guilty-innocent
.10
&.26!!
&.21!
&.34!!
.03
.09
&.29!!
.32!!
.25!!
&.28!!
.25!!
&.22!
&.46!!
.53!!
.53!!
.12
.07
&.08

also had larger increases in pupil diameter, made fewer fixations,
spent less time reading and rereading statements, and made fewer
eyeblinks while they read statements answered deceptively than
statements answered truthfully.
We also tested whether motivation influences the ability to
distinguish between guilty and innocent participants. Highmotivated innocent participants made fewer fixations than lowmotivated innocent participants. Conversely, there was no difference between high- and low-motivated guilty groups in number of
fixations. This suggests that guilty participants may be intrinsically
motivated to avoid detection, whereas innocent participants invested more effort to earn a large reward than a small one.
The only evidence that statement difficulty interacted with
group and statement type was on response accuracy. Contrary to
predictions based on the findings of Vrij et al. (2007, 2009), the
difference between guilty and innocent participants was larger
when the test contained only simple statements than when it
contained a mix of simple and complex statements.

General Discussion
Our purpose was to assess a new test for detecting deception that
was based on the assumption that deception is more cognitively
demanding than being truthful. Guilty and innocent participants in
two separate experiments responded either true or false to statements presented on a computer. The statements were repeated in
different orders three or five times. Measures of response accuracy, response time, pupil diameter, reading behavior, and blink
rates were obtained to assess hypothesized differences in cognitive
workload. The results of the present research generally were consistent with the cognitive workload hypothesis.
Guilty participants exhibited clear differences from innocent
participants. Guilty participants, given syntactically simple test
statements, made more errors than did innocent participants, took
longer to respond, made more fixations on the text, had longer
reading times, and in Experiment 2, also had longer rereading
times. These findings are consistent with and extend prior research
on the effects of deception on response errors and response time
(Baker et al., 1992b; Crosland, 1929; Seymour et al., 2000; Vendemia et al., 2005; Walczyk et al., 2003, 2009). In addition, guilty
participants blinked significantly less often as they processed
statements answered deceptively than when they processed statements answered truthfully (see Siegle et al., 2008; Stern et al.,
1984). Although previous researchers reported differences in repetition effects for guilty and innocent individuals in response time
(Baker et al., 1992b) and response accuracy (Vendemia et al.,
2005), there was no evidence of these effects in either Experiment
1 or 2.
Consistent with previous research, guilty participants in both
experiments showed greater increases in pupil diameter for statements answered deceptively than for statements answered truthfully (e.g., Berrien & Huntingdon, 1943; Bradley & Janisse, 1981;
Dionisio et al., 2001; Heilveil, 1976; Kircher, Podlesny, Bernhardt,
Bell, & Packard, 2000; Lubow & Fein, 1996; Webb, Honts, et al.,
2009). The reading behaviors of guilty participants were more
surprising, however. We had predicted that guilty participants
would experience the greatest difficulty reading statements subsequently answered deceptively and that difficulty would be indicated by relatively long response times and first- and second-pass
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reading times. Instead, guilty participants responded faster, made
fewer fixations, and spent less time reading and reading statements
about the crime they committed than statements about another
crime or neutral statements. Although these effects were not expected, they have since been replicated in two other independent
groups of guilty participants in a mock crime experiment (Webb,
Hacker, et al., 2009).
The pupil data and the guilt main effects in the reading data
support the hypothesis that deception is more cognitively demanding than being truthful. However, the finding that guilty participants actually reread less when they encountered incriminating
statements suggests that two cognitive processes are associated
with deception. First, deception is a cognitively demanding task
that requires planning, comparison, and execution of purposefully
incorrect responses (Vrij, 2008). The extra vigilance required by
deception results in increased cognitive workload, which is reflected in increased response errors, increased response time, and
increased overall reading time. The second type of processing
involved in deception is more strategic. All participants in our
experiments were informed that they should respond as quickly
and accurately as possible or they would appear guilty and fail the
test. Deceptive participants appeared to heed this instruction when
they encountered statements about the crime they committed. To
avoid detection, they probably attempted to read these statements
quickly, and they may have even deliberately suppressed rereading
behaviors to avoid appearing deceptive. This finding is consistent
with the view that participants can exert some conscious control
over their reading behaviors to implement specific reading strategies (Hyona & Nurminen, 2006). The differential processing of
incriminating test statements by guilty participants came at a cost,
however. The extra effort required to control reading of statements
answered deceptively may have contributed to the observed increase in pupil diameter for those statements. The idea that deception requires both caution and strategies is consistent with other
theoretical accounts of deception (Johnson et al., 2005; Kircher,
1981; Steller, 1987) and research on cognitive strategies in general
(Nelson & Narens, 1990). Our findings thus build on previous
cognitive-based tests of deception to show that it is important to
include not only general indices of processing difficulty (e.g.,
response time, pupil diameter, and number of fixations), but also
measures that separate initial and delayed processing difficulty
(e.g., first and second-pass rereading time, respectively).
When measures were combined in a discriminant function analysis, they yielded accuracy rates that are comparable to those of the
polygraph (Krapohl, 2002). The overall classification accuracy
rates were approximately 85% for Experiment 1 and 86% for
Experiment 2. The accuracy achieved in Experiment 1 becomes
even more salient when compared against the chance probability
of a correct decision of 37.5% (vs. 50% in Experiment 2). Given
that stepwise discriminant analysis capitalizes on chance, it is
expected that the classification accuracy of these functions would
drop if tested on a new sample of cases. When the discriminant
function developed in Experiment 1 was applied to the data from
Experiment 2, the classification accuracy dropped to approximately 80%.
Several factors could influence the accuracy of the ocular-motor
test for deception. First, we found in Experiment 2 that innocent
participants who were offered incentives to appear truthful responded faster and read and reread less, making them easier to

discriminate from guilty participants. By providing adequate incentives for innocent individuals to pass the test, it may be possible
to reduce the percentage of false positive decisions made by the
test. Second, the eye tracking equipment could influence accuracy
of the test. When we switched to an eye tracker that was simpler
to calibrate and allowed for the calculation of blink rates, fewer
participants were lost because of equipment problems and we
gained a possibly valuable outcome measure of blink rate. Although it could be argued that the eye trackers used in both
experiments were invasive, the attachment of a monitoring device
to the examinee may add to the general arousal experienced, and
thus to the general motivation to appear innocent during a test. If
this hypothesis is correct, then use of such overt monitoring
devices may not only be more effective than covert monitoring
with more remote eye trackers, but it would also mitigate risks and
ethical concerns of data collection from uninformed individuals.
Finally, although tests that are based on the cognitive workload
hypothesis may be predominantly cognitive, these tests probably
also include an emotional component. Researchers have noted
associations between the pupil response and emotional arousal,
with larger pupil diameters associated with greater arousal (Bradley, Micolli, Escrig, & Lang, 2008; Partala & Surakka, 2003;
Stern, Ray, & Quigley, 2001). The finding that innocent participants showed pupil enlargement in response to crime-relevant
statements is consistent with the idea that threatening (i.e., potentially incriminating) stimuli evoke stronger autonomic responses
than neutral stimuli even when responses are truthful (Horowitz et
al., 1997). Future research should continue to evaluate the influence of these and other variables on the accuracy of the test.
In conclusion, the present findings suggest that reading behaviors may be used to detect deception and may supplement or
provide an alternative to the polygraph or self-report measures in
some field settings. A preliminary combination of response measures with pupil diameter, number of fixations, and first and
second-pass reading times allowed for differential classification of
guilty and innocent participants with accuracies at least as high as
those achieved by screening polygraph and self-report techniques.
Additional research is needed (a) to assess the relative contributions of cognitive and emotional processes to the effects observed
on pupil size and reading behaviors, (b) to determine whether the
effects obtained in these laboratory experiments generalize to field
settings, and (c) to determine whether countermeasures may be
used to defeat the ocular-motor test.
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